Short Papers and Notes

up to shingle size is moved significantly
and the resultant ridges are often destroyed ormodified by wave action
later
in the summer.Proglaciallakes
with
Introduction
calving ice fronts may have their shorelines modified by icebergs although the
Fieldwork in the WhitegullLake
effect would be expected to vary with
area in the Upper George River basin
was carried out while
the author was the size of the iceberg and the slope of
the shore.
based at the McGillSub-ArcticReThe rarity of ice-push ramparts in
search Laboratory, beginning in
the last
Labrador-Ungava is possibly a reflecweek of the partial open water season
in July 1963. Observations of ice-push tion of their restricted environments.In
view of this and of the following discusramparts,still at that timepartially
sion it is worth while quoting Hubbard's
covered with lake ice, were made then
and later in the season. These ramparts description of ice-push ramparts at
are of significance when evaluating both Lake Michikamau13.
". . . a peculiar moundof rocks along
modern and fossil lake shore developthe edge of the water which provedto
ment and when estimating the ice conbe characteristic of the whole shoreditions that prevailed in past times.
line of the lake. The rocks had been
Ice-pushramparts,underdifferent
pushed out by the ice and formed a
names1A3 have been studied in various
sort of wall while over the wall moss
parts of the world since 1822, which is
-back of these were
and willow grew
the earliest reference in Charlesworth4.
swamps."
Subsequently two main genetically-determinedtypes
of ice-push rampart
Ice-push features in the
have been recognized.
First, there are those features due to Whitegull Lake Area.
Lakes Whitegull and Michikamauare
the push of lake ice expanding after a
the
sufficiently
sudden
temperature rise. bothlargeexposedlakeswith,on
AlthoughHobbs5 attributes lake ram- whole, gently sloping shores. Whitegull
parts ingeneral to thisprocess it has Lake is largely the result of damming
only been demonstrated on lakes with a by the esker which cuts it off from Leif
comparatively thin ice cover6,' through Lake to the north so that it spills into
the GeorgeRivermoredirectlyover
which temperature changecanpenetrate rapidly. It is the process invoked rapids to the west. Eskers were traced
byechosounderacross
the lake in
forlake
ramparts inmid-temperate
near
1atitudesV. Far more
important
in severalplaces;sometimeseskers
northern regions is the process whereby the water surface had been scoured by
lake ice rafts ashore, sometimes climb- ice-push to form islands.
The features are best described with
ing tens of feet after strong and persistent winds during the partial open- reference to Figs. 1 and 2. The first
shows
a
rampart built of material
water seasonRamparts
of thistype
have been observed at Cambridge Bay, dredged from shoalwater around a bedof smaller sized
VictoriaIslandg and at anumber of rock island. Being made
and
other places including Baffin Island12. cobbles it is freshlydistributed
rests at high angles, in excess of 35" in
To thesetypes of rampart maybe
some cases. Boulders rest precariously
added the minor features formedby
small candling ice-chunks being driven on the crest of the ridge.Thesecond
up of much larger
ashore by waveslate in the partial open exampleismade
water season. In this case only material boulders and is a more stable feature.

ICE-PUSH RAMPARTS IN THE
GEORGERIVERBASIN,
LABRADOR-UNGAVA
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Fig. 1. Ice-push rampart, 12-15 ft. high, on a lowbedrockislandnear
the northwest armof Whitegull Lake

Boththesetypes of rampart are best
developed on islands beyond extensive
shoals. Ramparts in general are found
on islands andaroundtheshores
of
Whitegull, Raude and the larger of the
neighbouring lakes. In many cases they
are merely lines of boulders. The size
of theramparts wouldappeartobe
governed by the availability of boulders.
These, as far as lake ice is concerned,
are more plentiful ongentlyshelving
shores, locations which tend to protect
the ramparts from severe wave action
during the summer.
In some cases the rampartblocks were
some three or four feet high and the
bentandshatteredtreesfoundnear
many ramparts suggested a considerable
and prolongedpressure.
It was first
thought that lake ice expansion before
breakup might yield this effect. But, as
it was later pointed out 14,the temperature changes necessary for the expansion do
not
significantly penetrate
snow-covered ice which is as thick as
that found during the winter
in northern
Canada.Unfortunately the field party
arrived too late in the partial
open water
season to observe lakeice rafting ashore
althoughmanyrampartsstillcarried
lake ice (Fig. 3). However, the writer
saw the process the following summer
in Baffin Island. Once this kind of ice
rafting has been seenin action there can
be no doubt in the observer’s mind that
the necessary force can be exerted. It

the entrance to

is well documented11 but not seenoften
because the partial open water season
is very short.
If ice rafting is held responsible for
ice-push features in the Whitegull area
it might be expected that their disposition would relate to theprevailing wind
regime.This
is notthe
case in the
Whitegull Lake area except on Raude
Lake southof Whitegull Lake. This lack
of lee-shore orientation is probably due
to the fact that the partial open water
season in Labrador-Ungava is only
about 13 daysl5.
It is interesting to note thatwhen seen
from a canoe, some of the lake ramparts
mightbetaken
for raised shorelines.
Thus it may be that the “raised shorelines” described by Low16 at Lake Michikamau are ice-pushramparts.In
1960 Ives17pointed outthat Low’s raised
shorelines were an enigma in the light
of dataonthe
deglaciation of the
George River Basin to the north. This
view is supportedbyrecentworkls.
Certainly an intricateice dam would be
necessary to hold up a body of water
35 ft.abovepresentlake
level in the
Michikamau 1ocalitylQ.Whether or not
ice-push rampartscanbeas
high as
35 ft. can only be checked field
by work.
The problem is a puzzling one: raised
shorelines in
Labrador-Ungava
are
usuallyapparentfromair-photosbut
none has been identified on the photographs of the Michikamau area.
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Raised shorelines and the action
of lake ice.
Before the ice conditions which prevailed on the former pro-glacial Naskaupi laked7 of Labrador-Ungava can
beinferredfromthepresence
or absence of fossil ice-push features on their
raised shorelines, itis
necessary to
assess therelative importance of the
various ice pushing agents andthe variables which determine their effectiveness atanyone
place. Perhaps one
should first turn tosome modern though
smallercounterparts of the Naskaupi
Lakes, for example the pro-glacial lakes
around the north edgeof the BarnesIce
Cap in Baffin IsIandJ". Ward12 has
shown that the sixweek ice-free period
is insufficient for wave action to destroy
boulderramparts.However,in
Baffin
Island many of the higher lakes rarely
become totally free of ice and theremay
be small ice floes dampening the effect
of the waves on exposedshoresuntil
the onset of winter. Thepresence of
some lake-ice throughout the summer
near the Baffin Island ice caps is especially noticeable during poor summers21
such as those of 1950 and 1963.
By analogy it might be suggestedthat
the partial open water and open water
conditions on the Naskaupi pro-glacial
lakes were often restricted to the eastern sections away fromthe ice-barriers.
Thus Matthew2'-' favours the panice floe
to the iceberg as the operative agent at

Fig. 2. Rampart in eskershoalwaterbetween

that timeandinvokesa
shortpartial
open-water season to explain the lack
of them as fossil features today. Alternatively, a long open water season might
be responsible. Yet with the probably
longer seasonprevailing today, ice push
features do not seem to suffer, though
it is truethat most are protectedby
in contrast to
gentlyshelvingshores
the steephillslopes upon whichthe Naskaupi shorelines developed. It would
seem that the analogy between conditions at the time of the Naskaupi lakes
andthemodern
pro-glacial lakes of
Baffin Island cannot be carried far until
more evidence is available from which
to infer the state of the Laurentide ice
in Naskaupi times. Certainly a definite
open-water period of some kind seems
likely because the shorelines, both
erosional and depositional, are so well
developed.
Indeed, Ives1? inhisevaluation
of
conditions on the eastern shorelines of
the Naskaupilakesdoes
not mention
lake ice. He points to the lack of evidence of iceberg action on shorelines
and suggests the existence of a distant
ice dam and a western boundary comprising much dry land, rather than a
pro-glacial lake relatively free from
bergs. Thus
genuine
a
open
water
season, suchasoccursinLabradorUngava at present, is implied. As DerbyshireZ2 has demonstrated, the climate
of late glacial times was probably not

the northeastandnorthwestarms
Whitegull Lake.

of
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Fig. 3. Eastern shore of Whitegull Lake late June 1963. Rafted ice carried by
stands some 15 ft. above the lake.

rampart

very different from that of the present. also include the mapping of these feaWhether this inferred condition at the tures over wide areas and the gathering
time of final wastage can be applied to of furtherdata on thelength of the
the climate of Naskaupi times is very partial open water season in different
localities.
doubtful. The distinct lakephasedeThe factors involved in windconmandsamajor
still-stand of the ice
sheet which must have beensufficiently trolled ice-push in lakes are not very
massive to dam considerable quantities different(cum grano salis) from those in
the sea and the two situations are not
of water.
separately
by
Washburnv.
Thesteep hillsides of much of the discussed
However, the different conditions on
eastern shores of the Naskaupi lakes1'
the shoresof some arctic beaches, where
and N2 in particular, contrast with the
gently-shelving, thoughnot too shal- ice may be forced ashore at any time of
lowv, shore regions of the modern lakes the yearz3, and around the lakesof the
ice
of the plateau where ice push ramparts Labrador-Ungavaplateau,where
push would seem to be confined to the
have been reported. This may account
for the absence of ice-push features on shortpartial open water season, must
the fossil shoreline remnants. Thus the clearly be borne in mind during these
steep hillsides provided an optimum future investigations.
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